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Vitamin C in strawberries?
How creamy is cream?
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Strawberries and cream are on the quest ion-and-answer bill of fare today,

first, a letter about preparing strawberries to save their vitamin 0. Uext, a

letter asking about table cream now selling at stores. And finally a question

about using old glass jars for canning and preserving. Scientists of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture give the answers to these questions.

Now for the first letter about strawberries. The letter says: "I know

strawberries are rich in vitamin C,... vitamin C is easy to destroy, by wrong

methods of preparing food. I like to prepare dessert for my family early in the

morning. Does it make any difference in the vitamin value of strawberries if I

wash and hull them in the morning and then keep them in the refrigerator until

dinner time— or should I prepare them just before serving?"

The plant scientists answer that it does make a difference when you prepare

strawberries. Strawberries lose vitamin C when they go without their caps any

length of time before you eat them. If you hull them early in the morning and

then set them aside for all day— or even several hours—they lose considerable

vitamin 0. So the best time to hull berries is just before you serve them, if

you want to keep those valuable vitamins.

Plant scientists of the Department of Agriculture made a study to find out

how well strawberries and other berries keep their vitamins under ordinary handling





for market. They found that strawberries with their hulls on, when kept at a

moderate temperature,, held most of their vitamin for 2 or 3 days after picking.

But when the scientists bruised these berries, or removed their caps or sliced

them and then stored them, the berries lost almost all their vitamin 0, This is

because the oxygen in the air destroys vitamin C. When berries are bruised, or

cut, or lose their caps the oxygen in the air can reach the tissues of the fruit

and destroy the vitamin C rapidly.

So any housewife who wants to keep all possible vitamin value when she serves

strawberries should remember these points: to handle the berries gently in order

not to break or bruise them.. -.to use the berries as soon as possible after buying

at the market or picking in the garden... and not to hull them until just before

serving.

fow for the second question. . .this one about the cream that goes on the

strawberries. , .either fresh berries or strawberry shortcake. This letter says:

"I know heavy whipping cream is no longer for sale anymore. But some of the table

cream I get at the store seems too light. Is there a minimum amount of butterfat

set by law as well as the maximum legal amount that prevents the sale of whip^

ping dream?"

The standards for table cream vary in different cities and States. Your

local health department can tell you what they are. The Department of Agricul-

ture's recent Pood Order Ho. 13 stated that no one could sell cream containing

more than 19 percent butterfat. But in some cities now the law requires also

that cream must contain at least 13 percent butterfat and that's almost the

maximum allowance, you see,

low a couple of inquiries here about using old jars for canning or preserving.

The first letter says: n I have a number of small jars that came with mayonnaise

or peanut butter. They are pint size or smaller and have screw tops. Would they





bte all right for me to use for canning or preserving?"

Home economists of the Department of Agriculture say they would be all right

for -preserving but not for canning. The screw tops of these peanut butter and

mayonnaise jars do not make a tight enough seal to be safe for canning. But

they will hold jams and preserves and marmalades if you cover the top of the pre-

serves with paraffin. Right now with the strawberry season booming, you might use

some of the berries for strawberry preserves. You know, you can can strawberries

but they aren't as successful canned as made into preserves. According to recent

reports, you can get at least some sugar for preserves.

low for the second question about leftover jars. This letter says: "I have

kept some wide-mouthed, quart-size jars that canned fruit cane in. These have a

sort of composition gasket around the edge. Would they be all right for me to use

again for canning fruit?"

The home economists say that many of

vacuum-sealing machine for putting on the

sealing machines. So you. couldn't get

home canning.. The jars are all right for

these commercial jars require a special

top. Only factories have these vacuum-

a tight enough seal on these jars in

holding preserves, however.

A few mayonnaise and coffee jars a„re made especially to use again for can-

ning. They are safe to use if you can get the right lids for them. The lids

have rubber ga.skets or rings attached. They fit inside the screw tops and make
a, tight sea,l. If you can't get these lids at your neighborhood supply store, write
to the company that makes the mayonnaise or coffee that came in them.

One more point: Any leftover glass scre\\'
,top jar in good condition is all

right to use again for canning if it will take a standard-size mason-jar closure.

The familiar sine screw tops are out of manufacture for the duration, but in their
place you can get a 3-piece top— a small flat glass disc and a, rubber ring held
tight by a metal band that screws on. This kind of top saves rubber and metal.
When the jar has cooled after canning, you can take the metal band off and use it

on another jar. The rubber ring is smaller than the fans!liar standard rubber ring
for mason jars.

That's all the questions today. Listen for more next Tuesday.
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